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By Ron Berger, Leah Rugen, Suzanne Nathan Plaut

John Wiley Sons Inc, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 218 x 175 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Engage, challenge, and inspire students with work that matters
Transformational Literacy, written by a team from Expeditionary Learning, helps teachers leverage
the Common Core instructional shifts--building knowledge through content-rich nonfiction, reading
for and writing with evidence, and regular practice with complex text--to engage students in work
that matters. Worthy texts and worthy tasks help students see the connection between their hard
work as readers and writers and their capacity to contribute to stronger communities and a better
world. The stories, examples, and resources that permeate Transformational Literacy come
primarily from the more than 150 Expeditionary Learning schools around the country that support
teachers to select, supplement, customize, and create curriculum, and improve instruction. The
book also draws on Expeditionary Learning s open source Common Core English Language Arts
curriculum--often cited as one of the finest in the country--and professional development offered to
thousands of teachers to implement that curriculum effectively. Transformational Literacy
combines the best of what Expeditionary Learning knows works for kids--purposeful, inquiry-based
learning--and the new imperative of the Common Core--higher and deeper expectations for all
students. Teach...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. it absolutely was writtern very properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this
ebook to find out.
-- Am a nda  La r kin-- Am a nda  La r kin
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